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Shape and topology optimization for piezo-
mechanic-acoustic couplings



Geometries 

acoustic chambers



Numerical realization

Objectives are e.g.
• change the topology of the piezo-patch such that the

pressure in the acoustic chmaber is maximized
• use classical methods like SIMP for the Helmholtz problem
• use shape sensitivity calculus for the transient problem



The coupled system



Initial-, boundary- and transmission conditions



Shape functions



Weak solutions and spaces



Variation of densities: SIMP



Optimal topologies for several frequencies



Variation of the domain



Material and shape derivatives



Shape derivative



BCs on 



Transmission conditions on 



Shape calculus



Shape derivative
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Shape and topology optimizaiton
optimization for optical devices



Particles in colors



Different shapes of particles



Topology optimization

Minimization of extiction eciency in the VIS 
region
ZnO sphere 80 nm
matrix medium: ethanol
nd optimal distribution of low refr. index
medium - air and ethanol in a 30nm thick
surrounding layer



Minimizing in the VIS



Maximizing in the IR region



Maximizing extiction in the IR region
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